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Editorial 

Since 2010, I have been measuring the energy of all my 
human patients and at that time, the majority of them have 
energy in the five internal massive organs of the five elements 
of traditional Chinese medicine theory. They corresponds to 
Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and Water and each of this elements 
corresponds to one internal massive organs such as Liver, 
Heart, Spleen, Lungs, and Kidney respectively [1].

If we analyse throughout the point of view of Hippocrates 
(c. 460 bce - c. 375 bce), the father of medicine, he said in one 
of his oath that “we need to consider other ancient medical 
traditions prior to the knowledge we have nowadays”. If 
we analyse from the point of view of traditional Chinese 
medicine (TCM) , that exists for more than 5 thousands 
years, these organs are important to production of internal 
energy of Yin, Yang, Qi, and Blood, important to our survival 
and represents to cornerstone of the majority of treatment in 
all kinds of diseases according to TCM [2,3].

In animal, these information’s are also important and 
they can also be used for the treatment of them [4]. One 
interesting case of a human patient that went to my clinic 
due to back pain, said that her cat had diabetes and was 
uncontrolled even using insulin and the glycemia was more 
than 500 mg/dl [4].

I asked to bring her cat to measure the energy of the five 
internal massive organs using radisthesia procedure. What 
I found was that all internal organs (Liver, Heart, Spleen, 
Lungs, and Kidney) were in the lowest level of energy, rated 
one out of eight [4].

This results was also found in the owner of the cat, 
that she was also without any energy inside these organs, 
as I measured weeks before and she was in treatment 
using homeopathy medications according to the theory of 
Constitutional Homeopathy of the Five Elements Based on 
Traditional Chinese Medicine created by myself in 2015 when 
I began homeopathy course [5].

In this theory I am using Phosphorus to treat energy 
deficiency of the Liver, Sulphur to replenish the energy of 
the Heart, Calcarea carbonica to treat the energy deficiency 
of the Spleen, Silicea to replenish the energy of the Lungs 
and Natrum muriaticum to treat the energy deficiency of the 
Kidneys [4-6].

Using this kind of therapy, it was possible to reduce the 
glycemia of the cat to quite a normal value, and reduce the 
use of insulin as the cat was having hyperglycemia not for the 
absence of insulin but it was caused by the energy deficiency 
situation leading to energy imbalances responsible for the 
hyperglycemia manifestations [4].

In traditional Chinese medicine, diabetes is caused by Yin 
energy deficiency and formation of internal Fire and when 
I replenish the energy of these organs, it was possible to 
correct the alterations that was causing the hyperglycemia, 
in the energy point of view [4,6]. 

Another interesting case that I want to report in this 
editorial article is a dog with diagnosis of Lung cancer. 
I asked his owner to take him to my clinic to measure the 
energy of the five internal massive organs using radiesthesia 
procedure. What I found in this dog was that all his internal 
five massive organs such as Liver, Heart, Spleen, Lungs and 
Liver were in the lowest level of energy, rated one out of 
eight. This finding is the same encountered in human patients 
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with cancer as shown in the article written by myself titled 
The Importance of Treating Energy Imbalances and Chakras 
Replenishment for Prevention and Treatment of Cancer [7].

It was also advised to the owner to give the homeopathy 
medications that they were using to replenish the energy of 
the five internal massive organs of the five elements theory 
of traditional Chinese medicine to increase the immune 
system of the dog to fight against the increase multiplication 
of cancer cells [8].

 
In another article also written by myself titled New 

Global Immunodeficiency. I am showing the importance 
to understand that the majority of emotional or physical 
symptoms presented by the patients nowadays are caused 
by these energy deficiencies inside the five internal massive 
organs of the five elements theory of the traditional Chinese 
medicine as shown in many articles published until today 
[6,9-15].

So, in this editorial article, I am showing that dogs and 
cats also have in common, energy deficiency inside the 
five internal massive organs of the five elements theory of 
traditional Chinese medicine and these alterations needs 
to be corrected to prevent and treat the majority of disease 
formation as the energy of these organs are responsible 
for many different clinical manifestations in a variety of 
specialties. According to traditional Chinese medicine, 
one disease can come from different energy imbalances 
and one energy imbalances can generate diverse clinical 
manifestations [9,16-18].

More studies in animals needs to be done in this New 
Global Imunodeficiency because the same alterations found 
in humans is affecting the animals in our home and the use 
of highly diluted medications according to the theory of 
Constitutional homeopathy of the Five Elements Based on 
Traditional Chinese Medicine to replenish the energy of these 
organs is of paramount importance to treat the cause of all 
disease formation and not just the symptoms presented by 
the animals [5,9]. 
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